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OPTIMISTIC OUTLOOK SEEN FOR NINTH DISTRICT ago shows that non—residential construction contracts
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY totaling $73.2 million were awarded in July 1968, compar-

ed to $54.5 million last year. Residential construction
Construction employment in the Ninth Federal Re- contracts awarded have fluctuated quite widely from month

serve District increased on a seasonally adjusted basis to month during 1968, but at a level well above 1967. Dur-
by one percent, from 94.6 thousand to 95.1 thousand, be- ing the first seven months of this year, the valuation of
tween June and July, 1968. Although this increase ap-
pears to be a very minimal gain it does reverse the residential construction contracts awarded has averaged
downward trend experienced during the second quarter of $60.6 million per month compared to the $44.5 million
this year, and preliminary estimates for August indicate average in 1967. The number of housing units authorized
that employment continued to rise to 95.7 thousand, through building permits have followed the same general

trend of residential construction contracts awarded —

The outlook for the construction industry is flOW fluctuating widely from month to month but at higher
somewhat more optimistic than it was earlier this year. levels than last year. Contrary to the strong general up-
The valuation of construction contracts awarded, on a trend in most of the construction industry, awards for
seasonally adjusted basis, has risen almost continuously non-building construction are about the same as lastyear.
from $100.1 million in March to $199.5 million in July
after falling slightly from June. Moreover, contracts a- Mortgage interest rates are beginning to reflect
warded have totaledmore than $150 million in every month the impact of the income tax increase as they rose at a
since April, a level reached in only four months during slower rate in August than during the preceding two
the years 1964 through 1967. A comparison with a year months. In August the average interest rate for a con-



ventional home mortgage in the Minneapolis—St. Paul a slowdown in the loan sector. Just the reverse has been
SMSA was 7.43 percent, 6 basis points higher than dur- observed in the first two months of the third quarter as
ing July. During June and July mortgage interest rates loans have expanded rapidly while other securities have
rose by 15 and 24 basis points, respectively. Indications declined.
are that interest rates will fall, however, during the next
few months. At the Federal National Mortgage Associ-
ation “auction” on September 23 the average price per Time deposit inflow at city banks continued at a
$100 FNMA commitment to buy government-backed home rapid pace throughout August. Again, as in July, the main
loans within 90 days rose to $96.81 suggesting an ~ inpetus came from the large negotiable certificates of
look for net yields to drop to less than 7 percent during deposit. In these two months, large CD’s have increased
the next three months, by $90 million. This represents a 30 percent increase

over the level at the end of June. Against this resurgence
in large CD’S stands the lackluster behavior of consumer-

COMPOSITION OF CREDIT MOVEMENT CHANGES AT type CD’s. Inflow of these small CD’s during August as
NINTH DISTRiCT CITY BANKS well as in July was considerably weaker than that for the

comparable period in 1967 and even sli~itlysmaller than
Growth of total credit, that is, loans plus invest- the average inflow for comparable months in the three-

ments, at district city banks receded to a seasonal pace
in August following an unusually vigorous advance during year period 1%4-66.
July. In the loan sector a greater than seasonal advance
was scored during August, but it was substantially below Country banks reported the continuation of an
the unusually vigorous upsurge scored in July. An above unusually vigorous growth in both loans and time deposits
normal increase in holdings of U.S. government securities during August. Since mid-year, total loans have increased
was also recorded during August with much of the increase at an annual rate of about 20 percent, nearly double the
coming in the long-term sector — perhaps reflecting acqui- rate of growth which prevailed throughout the preceding
sitions of the new 6-year, 5 5/8 percent U.S. Treasury twelve months. During the July-August interval time de-
note issued at mid-month. Offsetting the August strength posit inflow has increased to a robust 15-20 percent
in these two sectors, however, was a contra-seasonal annual rate which prevailed in the favorable monetary
decline in municipal and agency securities — the second climate of early 1967.
consecutive month this has occurred.

Thus, in July and August, there has occurred a
distinct change in the composition of credit movement at
district city banks. Throughout the first half of 1968, total
credit rose only nominally as a vigorous growth in mu-
nicipal and agency securities was virtually nullified by



ANOTHER RECORD WHEAT CROP FORECASTED in the winter and early in the spring, are the result of
very large supplies on hand. This situation is the signal

Estimates on the recently harvested wheat crop to store wheat heavily over the winter months and, with
indicate a strong likelihood that the total Ninth district the existing non-recourse loan rates, much of this year’s
production has surpassed last year’s record level. In crop is expected to remain on farms until mid 1969.
September, the Department of Agriculture estimated that
1968 production for the states of Minnesota, North Dakota, In addition to low prices, Ninth district producers
South Dakota and Montana would total nearly 437.5 mu- have recently encountered costly difficulties with the
lion bushels or 109 percent of the corresponding total for weather. Wet weather seriously disri.~tedharvesting oper-
1967 and 144 percent of the 1962-1966 average production ations in nearly all of the wheat producing areas through-
for these four states.

out much of the harvest period. The result has been in-
Along with the large wheat crop in the Ninth dis- creased field losses and extensive deterioration of quaIl-

trict, and in the entire United States as well, there are ty. The following weather and crop conditions which were
reports of unusually large crops in some of the normally noted for states of the Ninth district illustrate the situa-
wheat-deficient areas of the world — resulting in a world tion. For the week ending September 8, Minnesota report-
wheat supply that is well above any in previous years. ed that harvesting was largely interrupted with some
This situation has resulted in a generally low price wheat damaged and some lost. In Montana, the winter
structure for wheat which includes some prices that are wheat harvest, which is usually completed by the end of
the lowest for the fall season in several years. Minnea- August, was only 80 percent harvested through the first
p01 is f.o.b., track prices at the end of the third week in week in September. One week later, Montana was report—
September were: $1.49 to $1.50 per bushel for No. 1 Dark ing that as much as 10 percent of the winter wheat still
Northern Spring wheat (ordinary protein) — 8 percent be- remained in the fields. North Dakota, on September B, re-
low one year earlier, $1.60 per bushel for No. 1 Dark ported that wheat harvesting operations were more retard-
Hard Winter (13 percent protein) — nearly 10 percent be- ed for that date than they had been since 1951. Later,
low one year earlier and $1.92 to $2.05 per bushel for North Dakota reported that harvesting had advanced well
No. 1 Hard Amber Durum — about 4 percent below the in the second week of September but weather damage to
corresponding price in 1967. grain had been widespread and severe in many localities.

In addition to generally low cash wheat prices,
near futures prices for wheat have recently been depress-
ed relative to the more deferred futures prices, although
not as much as was the case last year. In general, at
this time of the year, near futures prices below deferred
futures prices, particularly for the contracts maturing late

*Values shown ore averages of weekly diff.r.nc.s 6..
tw..n the prices oi December andMarch Wheat futures
contracts and corresponding averages betwev, the
prices of March aid May wheat tutu,.. contracts. The
price diff.r.ncn us.d to compute the average. are
those that ..ist.d at H.. cia.. of trading on cod.

Thursday in September for the M~nn.apoHs. Kansas
City and Chicago markets.
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NOTE For explanation of footnotes, sources and other notes used in volume

2, No. ~O(October issue), see volume 2, No. 8 (August issue).



NINTH DISTRICT AGRICULTURAL CREDIT CONDI as compared to last year the proportion of bankers report-
TIONS SURVEY ing an increase in the number of farmers at their debt

limit dropped from 32 percent in July to 14 percent in the
Results show: ln~rovedFami Income

Easing Credit Conditions current survey. During the same period those reporting
fewer farmers at their debt limit rose from 2 percent to 14

Evidence of some economic improvement in the percent. For the most part, the bankers rated farm debt
Ninth district’s farm sector was shown in the October 1 repayment as normal to rapid and the current demand for
Agricultural Credit Conditions Survey. In general, the credit to refinance farm debt is rated as normal to less
140 agricultural bankers responding to the survey in- than normal. The bankers appear to be less optimistic
dicated that some gains had occurred in farm incomes as with regard to farm debt conditions during the next few
compared to the July situation and that credit conditions months as 30 percent expect an adverse change in the
had become less restrictive. The demand for farm credit ability of farmers to repay debt and the demand for farm
appears to be down slightly although farmers are still debt refinancing is expected to be greater than is current-
reported to be reluctant about making major expenditures ly the case.
for capital items.

The farm income situation, while somewhat im- Overall, the current demand for short-term farmloans is reported to be at normal levels with a few bank-
proved, still shows a certain amount of variation. On ers experiencing greater demand due to an expansion in
comparing current earnings with those of last year, about livestock feeding. Some of the pressure for farm loans,
one-third of the bankers noted some improvement while
19 percent reported higher than year earlier incomes in according to many of the bankers surveyed, is being re-lieved by farmer participation in the government commodi-
the July survey. The proportion of bankers reporting
lower earnings compared to the previous year held at just ty loan program. Little change from past surveys is in-dicated in the demand for long-term or real estate loans.
under 30 percent for both the July and October surveys. Farmers are typically resistant to incur long-term debt at
Looking ahead, 28 percent of the bankers expect farm
earnings for the fourth quarter to run above the year ago present income levels and interest rates. Some stabiliza-
figures while 26 percent expect lower earnings. The re -tionseems to be occurring in interest rates as about halfof the bankers reported little change in both long and
ported gains in farm income were generally related to short-term rates since July. An equal number of bankers
improved livestock incomes and the generally excellent

also reported an upward movement in both short and long-
crop output of this year. Low grain prices, however, term rates, but this proportion was significantly less than
dampened the expectations of many bankers in the cash the No. of bankers who made that report in July. Seventy
grain areas and the constant rise in production costs was
a common problem cited in what otherwise would be a percent of the bankers reported that short-term rates
good year for the farmer, charged in their area were in the 7 percent to 8 percent

category, the same as in July, while the remainingbankers
If farm earnings are improving, the impact is not found rates in the 6.5 to 7 percent category. There was a

apparent in farmer spending patterns. For the most part, small increase in the proportion of bankers reporting long-
the bankers rate current and expected purchases of all term interest rates in the 7 percent to 8 percent category,
items to be about at last year’s levels, although there although 65 percent noted that rates were in the 6 to 7
was some increase in the proportion of bankers who found percent group.
divergent patterns from a year ago. Where increased farm
spending was noted the report typically came from bankers A comparison of the July and October surveys
in the livestock producing areas. Those bankers reporting indicates a degree of easing in terms of the availability
decreased spending levels were generally located in the of funds for farm loans. Only 6 percent of the bankers
cash grain areas, Overall, the bankers expect littlechange reported having had to refuse a loan or reduce its size
in the currently depressed level of equipment and other because of a fund shortage as compared to 17 percent in
large ticket purchases. This expectation for the most part July. The proportion of bankers looking for new farm loan
is based on the recent income squeeze and the uncertain accounts moved from 55 percent in July to 66 percent in
price outlook for agriculture. The reports indicate that October and the amount of loan referrals to other banks
farmers are looking to the used equipment market for re -iscurrently rated as normal to below normal. Only 13
placements and are willing to defer other purchases rather percent of the bankers found their current loan-to-deposit
than incur major debt or cash outlays at this time, ratios above a desired level as compared to 27 percent in

July while the proportion citing ratios below the desired
The farm debt position appears to have improved level moved from 11 percent in July to 23 percent in the

during the past few months. While most of the bankers current survey.
continued to report no change in the farmer debt position


